COMMERCIAL
TRAINING CYCLES

PRECISION ENGINEERED FOR A
SUPERIOR CYCLING EXPERIENCE
As true commercial products designed to withstand busy health club environments, our Training Cycles deliver performance sure to make cycling
a core part of your fitness regimen. All of our comfortable models feature optimized ergonomics and intuitive adjustments that make it easy for
anyone to experience a natural ride. We’ve also simplified setup and service, so you can get started right away and expect top-quality workouts
for years. Step up to the CXM for enhanced metric tracking, or redefine the cycling experience with the colorful Target Training Display of the CXP.

CXP

CXM

CXC

CXP

CXM

CXC

FLYWHEEL

Rear, aluminum, evenly weighted

Rear, aluminum, evenly weighted

Rear, aluminum, evenly weighted

HANDLEBAR

Ergo-formed, multi-position, soft PVC

Ergo-formed, multi-position, soft PVC

Ergo-formed, multi-position, soft PVC

HANDLEBAR ADJUSTMENT

Vertical and horizontal

Vertical and horizontal

Vertical and horizontal

PEDALS

Dual-sided SPD & easy-fit strap

Dual-sided SPD & toe cage

Dual-sided SPD & toe cage

SEAT ADJUSTMENT

Vertical and horizontal

Vertical and horizontal

Vertical and horizontal

RESISTANCE SYSTEM

Flexonic belt, magnetic

Flexonic belt, magnetic

Flexonic belt, magnetic

PRODUCT WEIGHT

57.6 kg / 127 lbs.

56.5 kg / 124.5 lbs.

55.2 kg / 121.6 lbs.

USER WEIGHT CAPACITY

158.8 kg / 350 lbs.

158.8 kg / 350 lbs.

158.8 kg / 350 lbs.

EXTRAS

Quick-touch levers, push emergency stop,
4 leveling feet (2 easy-access dial levelers),
torque sensor, dual water bottle holders,
2 transport wheels, telemetric HR,
generator powered, ANT+/Bluetooth enabled

Quick-touch levers, push emergency stop,
4 leveling feet, dual water bottle holders,
2 transport wheels, telemetric HR,
generator powered, ANT+/Bluetooth enabled

Quick-touch levers, push emergency stop,
4 leveling feet, dual water bottle holders,
2 transport wheels

DIMENSIONS
(L × W × H)

122.4 x 56.4 x 102.8 cm /
48.2" x 22.2" x 40.5"

122.4 x 56.4 x 102.8 cm /
48.2" x 22.2" x 40.5"

122.4 x 56.4 x 102.8 cm /
48.2" x 22.2" x 40.5"

HOME WARRANTY

5 years frame, 3 years mechanical parts, 1 year labor, 1 year wear items *

CONSOLE

Target Training capacitive touchscreen

Generator-powered, backlit LCD

Basic LCD (optional add-on)

* Mechanical parts include: seat post, pedals, saddle structure, magnetic brake, flywheel, cranks, drive belt and handlebars
Wear items included: emergency brake pad, saddle set, crank set (pedals, footpads), handlebar set, drive belt and generator set, console batteries

Specifications subject to change without notice. For more information about Matrix Fitness: matrixfitness.com
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FEATURES

CXP Console

CXM Console

CXC Console

Intuitive touchscreen offers engaging graphics

Generator-powered LCD clearly displays key

The optional battery-powered

your goals whether you’re tracking watts,

switching between watts, heart rate, RPMs or lap

cadence and other training data.

TARGET TRAINING DISPLAY
and an LED color wrap that helps you achieve
calories, RPMs, heart rate or distance.

TRAINING DISPLAY
metrics and offers intuitive operation when you’re
mode (compatible with ANT+ and Bluetooth).

BASIC LCD

console lets you monitor heart rate,

CONSOLES

CXP

CXM

CXC

DISPLAY

Target Training capacitive touchscreen LCD

Back-lit LCD

Basic LCD

WiFi
ANT+ ENABLED
BLUETOOTH ENABLED
SPRINT 8® PROGRAM
VIAFIT™ CONNECTIVITY
WIRELESS HEART RATE
HOME WARRANTY

1 year

1 year

Enhanced Comfort & Convenience
Our ergonomically sculpted seat relieves
pressure, making even long, intense
workouts comfortable. A contoured
lever provides tactile feedback for easy
resistance changes, and the multi-position
handlebars include a water bottle holder.

CXP Target Training Display

CXP includes a unique display that helps you
stay on track for your goals. Integrated testing
establishes your targets, and a colorful LED
wrap helps you maintain effort whether you’re
powering through a HIIT workout or tracking
watts, heart rate, RPMs, distance or calories.

Specifications subject to change without notice. For more information about Matrix Fitness: matrixfitness.com

1 year

Advanced Ergonomics
& Adjustments

A narrow Q-factor optimizes your positioning
to comfortably mimic real outdoor riding.
Magnetic resistance provides smooth changes,
while intuitive adjustment makes it virtually
effortless to customize the cycle to your body.

Experience Studio Cycling at Home
If you’re craving the motivation of a group
cycling experience, we make it easy to bring
the studio into your home. Simply attach your
mobile device to the handlebars with a tablet
mount (sold separately) and start streaming
live or on-demand cycling workouts from your
favorite apps.
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